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Theorem. The standard 2-complexes K, for the group presentations 
K;: (r, s, t 1 s* = t3, [r*, s*j+l] = [r2, t3’+‘] = 1) (i prime) , 
have the property described in the title of this paper. 
The nature of homotopy theory for 2-dimensional complexes K is very different 
from that for higher-dimensional complexes, since it mixes in an intriguing way 
with the combinatorial group theory of the presentation for r, K associated to K. 
The first examples of non-homotopy equivalent 2-complexes with coinciding 
fundamental group and Euler characteristic have been given in [2] and [6], and 
both are quite non-trivial. Dunwoody’s example had so far been the only known 
with torsion-free fundamental group (see also [4]). For finite abelian fundamental 
groups a complete classification of the homotopy types of 2-complexes has been 
obtained by combined work of several authors. For references and further results 
see [3]. However, in all cases known there were only finitely many homotopy 
inequivalent 2-complexes with coinciding fundamental group and Euler charac- 
teristic: The above is the first infinite such family. 
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Proof of the Theorem. For any i 2 0 the elements s2’+’ and t3’+’ form a generating 
system for the trefoil group 
G = (s, t 1 s2 = t’) : 
see [ 11. Thus all presentations in the above theorem present the group 
H=(G@(q 1 -))*+rz) b-1 ->. 
It remains to show that K, and K, are not homotopy equivalent for i #j. We 
first notice that all automorphisms of H preserve the normal subgroup generated 
by r. This follows from the fact that r2 generates the center of H (see [7, Corollary 
4.5]), and that r represents the only conjugacy class of torsion elements in the free 
product Hl ((r2)) (see [7, Corollary 4.4.51 and [5, Proposition 5.181). Thus there is 
a quotient 
which is canonical in that it does not depend on the identification r, K,A H. 
In [l] it has been shown that the relation modules of G with respect to the 
generating systems s2’+’ and t3’+’ are pairwise non-isomorphic ZG-modules for 
distinct primes i E N. Indeed, their results even show that there is no twisted 
isomorphism. Thus our theorem follows directly from the following lemma, 
together with the fact that the subcomplex L of K, corresponding to the 
presentation (s, t 1 s2 = t”) is aspherical (see [S, pp. 110-1111). Cl 
Lemma. Let L be a finite 2-complex, and let y , , . . . , y, be a generating system for 
G = z-, L. Let K be the 2-complex obtained from L by wedging on a l-sphere (with 
corresponding v,-generator r), and glueing on n 2-cells S, , . . . , S, along paths 
which read the commutators [y,, rP], . . . , [y,,, r”], for any p 3 1. Let H = IT, K, 
and denote by K the universal cover of K provided with the canonical H-action. 
Then H2(k; ZHI ((r))) 1s isomorphic to the direct sum 
where M(y,, . . . , y,) denotes the relation module of G with respect to the 
generating system y, , . . . , y,. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that L is a l-vertex complex built 
on the presentation (x,, . . . , xq 1 R,, . . . , R, ) . In particular, each y, is a word in 
the x”. Then the second chain map of the universal covering of K, 
a,(g) : ZH (dRI . . dK ,,,. dS ,,..._ dS,,) ~ ZH’d” ,...., dx<,.dr) , 
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is given by dR;+ c, dR,ldx, dx, and 
dS,+(y,-l)(l+r+...+r”-‘)dr+(l-r”)xay,/ax,dx,. 
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The quotient r-+ 1 induces the map .ZH/ ((r)) C3 d,(k) which is the direct sum of 
the two ZG-module homomorphisms ,3,(L) : ZG’dR1.....dR*l) + ZG’d~‘l.---~d*y) 
dRi+ & aR,iax, dx,, and ZG’dS1.. .J%) + ZGfd”, dS, + ( yl, - 1)~ dr. Thus 
H,(k, ZH/ ((r))) is the direct sum of H,(i) = n2L and of the kernel of the second 
map. But the latter is the same as that of the map 
zG’dS’. -.d.&,)+zGGdr) , dS,*(yk - l)dr. 
By definition this kernel is precisely the relation module M( y,, . . . , y,,). 0 
Finally we would like to note that from the recent improvement [4] of the 
results of [l] we can actually derive a more general result: In the Theorem one 
does not need the hypothesis that the numbers i E N are prime. In fact, by a 
straightforward generalization of the above proof one derives from [4] that each 
of the following infinite families of 2-complexes, for any values p 2 2 and 4 P 1, 
have the same property as the family exhibited in the theorem: 
Ki: (y, s, t 1 s2 = tZyi’, [yp, s”+‘] = [y”, t(‘q+‘)‘+q] = 1) 
for i = 1,2,. . . 
Notice that the above proof breaks down in the case p = 1: The groups G C3 i7 
have many automorphisms which do not preserve the second factor. However, we 
conjecture that the analogous result still holds for p = 1. 
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